WHAT IS GOING ON WITH THE BEAM?

SSH to the control panel
Call the shifter

Read the log
Physically go to the control room
WHAT IS GOING ON WITH THE BEAM?

SSH to the control panel

- You need a computer
- Time to set up
- Too much control
WHAT IS GOING ON WITH THE BEAM?

Call the shifter
**WHAT IS GOING ON WITH THE BEAM?**

Read the log
WHAT IS GOING ON WITH THE BEAM?

Physically go to the control room
RUN STARTED; Velo Open (54.01 mm); SDs excluded: RICH1 | UTA | UTC | RICH2 | ECAL | HCAL; In 0.0 KHz; Out 0.0 KHz; DeadTime 0.
0% RUN STOPPED at 11:38:27; Run Duration 000:02:25; Run Lumi 0.000 1/nb

Author: Run Control
15-Aug-2022 11:36 - 5 minutes ago

RUN STARTED; Velo Open (54.01 mm); SDs excluded: RICH1 | UTA | UTC | RICH2 | ECAL | HCAL; In 0.0 KHz; Out 0.0 KHz; DeadTime 0.
0% RUN STOPPED at 11:32:37; Run Duration 000:01:13; Run Lumi 0.000 1/nb

Author: Run Control
15-Aug-2022 11:31 - 10 minutes ago

RUN STARTED; Velo Open (54.01 mm); SDs excluded: RICH1 | UTA | UTC | RICH2 | ECAL | HCAL; In 0.0 KHz; Out 0.0 KHz; DeadTime 0.
0% RUN STOPPED at 11:27:51; Run Duration 000:01:05; Run Lumi 0.000 1/nb

Author: Run Control
15-Aug-2022 11:26 - 15 minutes ago
FUTURE

• You decide!
• Customizable alarms and notifications
  • DSS alarms
• Security improvements
TECHNICAL DETAILS
CRAVER

Coming soon to a {play/app} store near you
LINKS AND DETAILS

BE A BETA TESTER! (ONLY ANDROID)
https://cernbox.cern.ch/index.php/s/pxXxGTXXhaeRQii

SOURCE CODE
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb-online/craver

CONTACT (SUGGEST FEATURES!)
elias.lundheim@cern.ch